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Abstract 

Authorship attribution research has long focused primarily on determining author
ship of books or other large texts (Mosteller and L. Wallace, 1963; Gamon, 2004). Only 
recently have scholars turned to using authorship attribution on short texts or tweets 
(Eder, 2010; Schwartz et aI., 2013; Mikros and Perifanos, 2013). This research explores 
whether emojis are a useful linguistic feature for authorship attribution of tweets because 
of the rise of emoji use. An emoji rich dataset was created since none existed at the time 
of this research. A Naive Bayes classifier was used as the authorship attribution model. 
The baseline feature set consisting of commonly used authorship attribution features was 
augmented with emoji rich features to perform authorship attribution of tweets. My re
sults show that targeting emojis in the feature set prompts a percent increase of at least 
30% (raising the accuracy from 65% to 85%). 
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1 Introduction 

Authorship attribution focuses on determining the author(s) of a text using linguistic 
features. Authorship attribution involves computer science and linguistics and has appli
cations in a variety of areas such as forensics, plagiarism detection, and law (J uola, 2006). 
Traditionally, authorship attribution research has involved large corpora of authors who 
write books. However, the rise of social media has brought new challenges to the field of 
authorship attribution in the form of text size and new forms of communication. 

Social media platforms like Twitter are known for their short statuses of 280 
characters or less. Several papers have tried to determine the best methods for performing 
authorship attribution on small texts and the minimum reliable text size (Eder, 2010). In 
addition, emojis, images that convey emotion and other meanings, have changed the way 
that communication occurs on social media. Previous research in authorship attribution 
has focused on finding features that convey an author's writing style, so it seems fair to 
wonder if emojis can also be used to quantify writing style (Stamatatos, 2009). 

This research investigates the linguistic role that emojis play in authorship attribu
tion using tweets as an "author's text". First, I create a dataset of emoji rich tweets. The 
process of determining the feature set for authorship attribution then requires a linguistic 
analysis of emojis. Lastly, a Naive Bayes classifier is used to determine the value of using 
emojis in authorship attribution. This thesis aims to answer the question: do feature 
sets that include emoji based features improve the accuracy of authorship attribution of 
tweets? 

Roadmap 

The research and analysis of the role of emojis in authorship attribution is divided as 
follows. Section 2 provides the motivation for studying how emojis are involved with 
linguistics and if they are useful in authorship attribution. Section 3 supplies an intro
duction and background on three main areas of my thesis: authorship attribution, Naive 
Bayes classifiers, and emojis. Section 4 explores previous work on authorship attribution 
of short texts, such as tweets, linguistic studies that involve emojis, studies on sentiment 
analysis that involve emojis, and studies on authorship attribution that use Naive Bayes 
classifiers. Section 5 details the methodology of the study which includes data collection, 
feature selection, and prediction. Section 6 analyzes the results of the authorship pre
dictions and discusses difficulties faced in the research. Section 7 suggests future work 
and improvements that could be made on the study. Section 8 summarizes the goal and 
results of the study. 

Summary of Contributions 

This thesis makes contributions to the fields of computer science and linguistics in three 
ways. First, my research creates a dataset or corpus of authors with emoji-rich tweets that 
can be used for research both on emojis and authorship attribution. Secondly, I perform 
a linguistic analysis centered on building an emoji rich feature set. The linguistic analysis 
raises questions that seek to start the development of a linguistic theory for emojis. In 
the linguistic analysis, I speculate about how emojis are changing communication and 
the role corporations have in the use of emojis. Lastly, I show that emojis increase the 
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accuracy of authorship attribution on tweets in my dataset and thus have the potential 
to be used to improve future studie.s of authorship attribution. 

2 Motivation 

A common theme in computational linguistics is that a solution is tailored to the data 
and it is difficult to have a general solution that will work for all texts and language.s. To 
give a more specific example, authorship attribution could be used to detect who wrote 
a program for an introductory computer science class or more broadly in software theft 
(Ilyas et a!. , 2017). In this example, there would be a lot of features that focus on how 
code is written by each author. The solution is tailored to the problem. With regard to 
emoji based feature.s, one application of this re.search would be on social media forensics to 
pinpoint the author profile of a specific tweet. Thus, it is important to study the linguistic 
characteristics of texts such as tweets and find ways to improve the classification of those 
texts. 

Because emojis are increasingly involved in communication, it is important to see 
if these new communication feature.s can reveal the authorship of a text. Since emojis 
were introduced on phone keyboards, there has been a dramatic increase in emoji usage 
on Instagram (Fig. 1) and in some countrie.s, 60 percent of Instagram posts contain 
emojis (Dimson, 2015). 

.....",,,,,,,.,,,""" '..-. 
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\ , -.- ""., "",.., >0,,.., ""., ,."., ." .. , _." .. " ... 

Figure 1: Increase in emoji use on Insto,gram from October 2010 through April 2015. ~Note that the 
imo,ge quality cannot be improved since no data is provided to recreate the graph.(Dimson, 2015) 

Studie.s on the linguistics of emojis are limited and none have been applied to 
authorship attribution. In addition, the authorship attribution methods that were de-
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veloped with long texts in mind must be reevaluated and changed to work well for short 
texts. The accuracy of an attribution technique depends on what is being studied and 
methods should be modified to reflect the problem. As a result, there needs to be studies 
that focus on small texts like tweets. This thesis builds on authorship attribut ion re
search of small texts and proposes that emo jis could improve the accuracy of authorship 
attribution. 

3 Background 

In t his section, I will provide background information on history and common models used 
for authorship attribution, provide an overview of Naive Bayes classifiers, and explain the 
history and use of emojis. 

3.1 Authorship Attribution 

3.1.1 High Level Overview 

Authorship AttribIJtion 
Process 

TraininQ 
Author 
Profiles 

r <'" ' 2,''''''';> , < .. " " 2" " X'0 >, · .. 1 

"~ Author Profile 

<X" '2"""" ~ ClassificatlOr\ Model Repeal kl< N 
Herations 

A<nlracy of Model 

Most I kei;' author 

~-. 
Wastllo 

Unknowr\ Text 
pr9dictiorl 
=~, 

F igu re 2: A flow diagram for Authorship All,ibution. 
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Authorship attribution involves making predictions on the authorship of unknown texts. 
As seen in Figure 2, an authorship attribution model or classifier takes in a set of author 
profiles (features) to train the model. Once the model is trained, it uses the test set as 
the texts with "unknown" authorship, by hiding the names of the authors, and makes 
predictions about the most likely authorship. After several iterations, an accuracy can 
be given with regard to the model by comparing the predictions with the true authorship 
of the texts. 

3.1.2 History 

Authorship attribution has a long history that can be traced back over a century. One of 
the earliest studies performed by Mendenhall in 1901 used statistics of word frequencies 
to analyze authorship of Shakespearean plays (Stamatatos, 2009). With the rise of the 
computer, a pioneering study on the Federalist papers by Mosteller and Wallace (1964) 
launched modern research of authorship attribution. The Federalist papers were a com
pilation of 85 essays arguing for the ratification of the US Constitution written by John 
Jay, James Madison, and Alexander Hamilton. It was known that Jay wrote five essays, 
Madison wrote 14, and Hamilton wrote 54, but 12 of the essays had disputed authorship 
(Juola, 2006). Mosteller and Wallace used authorship attribution on the Federalist pa
pers to confirm that James Madison wrote most of the disputed essays and collaborated 
with Hamilton on others. 

In the years following the Mosteller and Wallace study, the focus of authorship 
attribution research turned to finding features that could quantify an author's style of 
writing (Stamatatos, 2009). A feature is a quantifiable characteristic related to the text 
and features such as word length, most frequent words, and vocabulary richness have 
been involved in authorship attribution studies (Stamatatos, 2009). This is what makes 
an emoji based study of authorship attribution so unique. Emojis are relatively new and 
thus have not yet been analyzed to determine if they are useful in quantifying writing 
style. In recent years, the increase in online data and texts has vastly improved natural 
language processing (NLP) research. The recent advances in NLP allowed for new models 
that are data driven and have seen increasing success in authorship attribution. These 
models will be discussed further in the next section. 

3.1.3 Common Models for Authorship Attribution 

The most common models for authorship attribution are n-grams, support vector ma
chines (SVMs), and Bayesian classifiers. N-grams have been the focus of many studies on 
authorship attribution (Keselj et aI., 2003; Na'aman et aI., 2017). N-grams are sequences 
of objects (such as words or characters) with length n. In simple situations, bigrams and 
trigrams are used (length 2 or 3 respectively). With n-grams, the main idea is predicting 
the probability of a given word, w, by looking at the previous p words, in a text formal
ized by P( w I pl. The probability can be estimated in a large corpus by looking at the 
number of times the previous p words had the word w follow them as seen in equation 1 
below (J urafsky and Martin, 2009). 

P( I) = C(p+w) 
w p C(p) (1) 
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Each item in equation 1 means the following: 

• C(p+ w) is the count for the number of times the previous p words followed by the 
word w appears in the corpus 

• C(p) is the number of times the string of previous p words appears in the corpus 

Finally, the most important assumption made with n-grams is that previous words, 
p, can be approximated by looking at the last n-J words (Jurafsky and Martin, 2009). 
This is called a Markov assumption which not only simplifies the calculation, but also 
allows small n-grams, such as bigrams, to work with sparse data. Without this assump
tion, the calculation would be looking for the entire string or sentence, p, which likely 
would not appear in the corpus more than once. It is much more likely for a smaller 
sequence of words to have more occurrences. To give an example, imagine predicting the 
word "interesting" given a sequence of words "authorship attribution is" using bigrams. 
The equation below explains the calculation. 

P( · . I·) C(is interesting) 
mterestmg IS = (. ) 

C IS 
(2) 

Without the Markov assumption, the probability would be based on the count for 
the number of times "authorship attribution is interesting" appears in the corpus which 
would likely be few. However, with the assumption and using bigrams, it looks for the 
occurrences of "is interesting" which is more likely to occur more frequently. There are 
trade offs with this assumption since the context of the sentence is lost by only looking 
at n - 1 previous words. In the example above, the model would not know what subject 
"is interesting" . 

N-gram studies of authorship attribution create n-gram feature sets and then often 
use a simple dissimilarity function, D, (Equation 3) to calculate how similar a given text 
is to the various authors in the set (Keselj et a!., 2003). In the equation, n is an n-gram 
in a profile, and fl(n) and f2(n) represent the frequency an n-gram n has in the author's 
text and unknown text, respectively. 

D= ~ (Mn)-h(n))2 
D f,(n)+h(n) 

nEprofile 2 

(3) 

Dissimilarity functions calculate how similar two profiles are. It returns a range 
where 0 indicates identical author profiles and the larger the value the more dissimilar 
the profiles are. A text is categorized to the author profile with minimal dissimilarity 
(Keselj et a!., 2003). However, there exist other ways to perform classification such as 
support vector machines and Naive Bayes classifiers. 

A second commonly used model for authorship attribution is SVMs. Support 
vector machines are supervised machine learning algorithms that take a given feature 
set, such as character n-grams, and make a binary classification. The goal is to create 
a hyperplane that correctly categorizes a given training dataset. It is crucial that the 
SVM does not overfit the data by fitting so closely to the training data that it cannot 
generalize to new data. However, SVMs are considered to be one of the best methods for 
authorship attribution on long texts (Eder, 2010). 
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Support vector machines are particularly well suited for high dimensional prob
lems and are useful when looking at an author's texts individually and not as a whole 
(Stamatatos, 2009). With short texts like tweets, it is necessary to combine the texts into 
one profile for the author instead of looking at each individual text and use a model like 
n-grams with a dissimilarity measure or a Bayesian classifier (Stamatatos, 2009). Because 
this study uses tweets, it should then make use of either n-grams or a Bayesian classi
fier. According to Maciej Eder, authorship attribution studies are typically linguistic or 
technology focused and this thesis is focused on the linguistic analysis of emojis (Eder, 
2010). Because n-grams do not really look at the context of a given text and only analyze 
frequencies, they are not ideal as the sole feature for a linguistic analysis of the role of 
emojis. Thus, this thesis uses a Bayesian classifier which will be introduced next. 

3.2 Naive Bayes Classifiers 

Bayesian classifiers have a long history in authorship attribution which will be discussed 
further in Section 4.4 (Mosteller and L. Wallace, 1963; Conigliaro, 2019; Chai et aI., 
2002; Howedi and Mohd, 2014). Naive Bayes is a generative classifier which means that 
it learns using a joint probability. P(yIXl, ... xn) is a joint probability that takes a given 
input X which is a vector of all the features (called a feature set) and a y label and 
makes a prediction about the likelihood of the given label. It will then choose the most 
likely y label. The Naive Bayes classifier gets its name from Bayes' theorem as seen in 
the equation below (Jurafsky and Martin, 2009). 

(4) 

Each element in Equation 4 means the following: 

• P(y) is the probability of the label 

• P(Xl, ... xnly) is the conditional probability that given the label y, the feature vector 
X appeared. 

• P(Xl, ... xn) is the probability of the feature set X 

However, problems quickly arise if the calculations are done based on Equation 4 
because P(Xl, ... xnly) is computationally difficult. Conditional independence solves this 
problem by making a naive assumption that every feature Xl, ... xn is independent from 
another. This simplifies the calculation to the product of each probability of Xi given 
y which mathematically is: P(xlly) x P(x2Iy) ... x P(xnly). The Naive Bayes model is 
shown below (Jurafsky and Martin, 2009). 

P( 
I ) 

- P(y) m~l P(xily) 
y Xl, ... Xn - ( ) 

P Xl, ... 2:" 
(5) 

While it might seem faulty to assume that each feature is independent in complex areas 
like text, it has been shown that Naive Bayes classifiers still do well on classification 
problems even if the features are not technically independent (Zhang, 2004). In addition, 
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Naive Bayes classifiers are more efficient than other popular forms of machine learning 
because of the independence assumption (Zhang, 2004). 

Lastly, the final step is to construct the classifier from the model. The denominator 
is ignored because it is a constant across every possible class. The best label, y; out of 
every label (Yj where j E 1...1 and 1 is the number of possible classes) for a given feature 
set is what the classifier returns as shown below (Jurafsky and Martin, 2009). 

n 

Y' = argmaxP(Yj) II P(xiIYj) (6) 
Yj i=l 

There are many benefits to using a Naive Bayes classifier in this study. First, 
they perform very quickly. Secondly, Naive Bayes classifiers are useful for profile driven 
approaches (Stamatatos, 2009) that use all of an author's text to build a feature set for 
them as opposed to just using one book or tweet of the author. Because my study builds 
a profile for each author, it makes the Naive Bayes classifier particularly well suited for 
the task. Lastly, many authorship attribution studies have used various versions of Bayes 
classifiers (Chai et al., 2002; Conigliaro, 2019; Howedi and Mohd, 2014; Leahy, 2009), 
including Naive Bayes, so there is a precedent for classifying authorship in this way. 

3.3 Emojis 

Emojis are a relatively new characteristic of communication on social media that can 
convey gestures, emotions, and words. They first appeared in Japan in the early 2000s 
and were globally recognized by 2010 when they were included in Unicode and put on 
the keyboards of smartphones (Na'aman et al., 2017). New emojis are released every few 
months, and as of March 2019 there are 3019 emojis in the Unicode standard. 1 However, 
the Python module used in my research only recognizes 2623 of those emojis. 2 Since 
2010, emoji use has continued to grow with around 5 million emojis sent each day on 
Facebook messenger (Burge, 2017). These images are so popular that the "Face With 
Tears of Joy" emoji was declared the Word of the Year (OxfordDictionary, 2015). Emojis 
are involved in our everyday communications and their prevalence only seems to grow 
each year. 

Every emoji has its own description according to Unicode standards and the 
Python emoji module has a function (demogize) that can replace emojis with words 
or sequences of words that align with the Unicode descriptions. For example, • would 
be replaced with "heart_eyes". While the Unicode descriptions are unique to each emoji, 
emojis are platform dependent so an emoji will look different depending on what social 
media or phone platform you are using (Fig. 3). 

Ihttps://emojipedia.org/stats/ 
2https://pypi.org/project/emoji/ 
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Unicode Windows 

U+1F600 

Figure 3: Grinning Face on Various Platforms S 

While the unicode of all the emojis in the figure above are the same) the emoji 
fonts are different depending on the platform. Throughout this thesis) the emojis will be 
displayed as Apple Color Emojis for the purpose of consistency) but it is important to 
note that other emoji fonts do exist. I will give examples of linguistic studies of emojis 
in Section 4.2 and will investigate the linguistic status of emojis in Section 5.2. 

4 Related Work 

In this section) I discuss previous research on authorship attribution studies of small texts 
and tweets) linguistic studies on authorship attribution and emojis) sentiment analysis 
studies with emojis) and Bayesian classifiers with authorship attribution. 

4.1 Authorship Attribution on Small Texts and Tweets 

Because of the rise of social media) like Twitter) which often contain short messages) it 
is more important than ever to study methods for performing authorship attribution on 
small texts. In recent years) there have been several studies that focus on small texts or 
even use Twitter data. Twitter is a ready source of data because it is accessible using 
the Twitter API which easily allows data collection. 

Maciej Eder investigated how text size impacts the accuracy of authorship attribu
tion across English) German) Polish) Hungarian) Latin) and Ancient Greek texts (Eder) 
2010). The number of authors ranged from six to twenty-one. The data did not come 
from Twitter) but novels and poems that were split into samples of various sizes. They 
found that the minimum text length was language independent and that reliable results 
occurred around 5)000 words while more than 15)000 words did not result in increased 
accuracy. Their study focuses on finding the minimal text size that still gives stable and 
reliable results which connects to the fact that my thesis will be using using small texts 
composed of tweets) though my research focuses on English tweets. Each user in my 
corpus has at least 7)000 words in their collective tweets. On English texts in the Eder 
study) the accuracy was 90%. Most importantly) they found that the minimum number 
of words for reliability was not dependent on methodology. This means my method choice 
will not impact the amount of words needed for accuracy and the method can be chosen 
for other reasons) like efficiency. 

Schwartz et al. (2013) go even further by analyzing if the author of a single tweet 
can be identified. This study establishes the idea of k-signatures which are the features 
that are k% or more of an authors text and the more signatures there are the better the 
signature is for an author. The signatures are made up of results from character and 
word n-gram features. They used an SVM classifier with the n-gram features on a set of 

SImages from: uuu. unicode. org/emoj i/ charts/full-emoj i-list 
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50 authors and got results of up to 69.7% accuracy. Their results indicate that a tweet 
can be identified with relatively good accuracy. However, the accuracy is lower than that 
of Eder probably because a tweet is so much shorter than 5,000 words (Eder, 2010). 

Mikros and Perifanos (2013) created the first Greek corpus for authorship attri
bution based on the tweets of 10 users using the Twitter API. They also acknowledge 
the Twitter rate limit of 3,200 tweets per user which required resetting the starting tweet 
before each iteration of the Twitter API call. My methodology patterns after Mikros et 
al. since I iterate through a user's tweets to get 3,200 tweets (including retweets). The 
word size in each authors profile ranges from 3,692 to 32,098. This study reaffirms the 
benefit of including both character and word level n-grams in a feature set. The study 
saw accuracy as high as 95% with ten-fold cross validation on merged tweets of 100-words, 
but when tested on an external dataset the accuracy decreased as text size increased. 

Though studies on authorship attribution of tweets have been done, there is not 
a consistent methodology. For example, Mikros and Perifanos (2013) use varying sizes 
of merged tweets while Schwartz et al. (2013) predict authorship of a single tweet. In 
this study, I choose to use merged tweets as Stamatatos emphasized using profile focused 
approaches and Mikros and Perifanos (2013) had higher accuracy than Schwartz et al. 
(2013) (Stamatatos, 2009). The above studies show that it is possible to do authorship 
attribution on tweets so my research can extend this to focus on the role of emojis in 
authorship attribution. 

4.2 Linguistic Studies 

4.2.1 Linguistics Surrounding Authorship Attribution 

Prior to computers, authorship attribution was done by hand by trying to determine 
linguistic features of an author. Many studies have investigated how to capture linguistics 
in a way that computers can use as features. One simple feature is function words which 
capture syntactic information (Stamatatos, 2009). Feature selection is crucial to the 
success of authorship attribution and function words, which are words like articles and 
prepositions that add little content to a sentence, have been found to be useful as well 
as other syntactic features like frequency or length of noun or verb phrases (Stamatatos, 
2009) . 

Mikros explores authorship attribution using an Authors Multilevel N-gram Profile 
(AMNP) on Greek tweets (Mikros and Perifanos, 2013) . The goal of the AMNP is to 
combine both character and word n-grams so as to capture multiple linguistic levels. The 
AMNP is based on linguistics by comparing character bigrams to phonology, character 
tri-grams to morphology, word bigrams to syntax, and word trigrams to semantics. While 
AMNP is not the same as linguistics, it is clear that linguistics is heavily involved in the 
research of authorship attribution. 

Baayen et aI., study how more complex syntactic information could be used for 
authorship attribution instead of the common features like n-grams, word length, or 
vocabulary richness (Baayen et aI., 1996). They try to improve authorship attribution 
by applying phrase structure rules to text using a syntactically annotated corpus. They 
argue that because function words are so useful in authorship attribution, syntax should 
be further investigated by analyzing phrase structure rules. Michael Gamon builds on 
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the study of Baayen et a!., by analyzing not only syntactic structures, but also semantic 
ones (Gamon, 2004). 

Gamon seeks to perform authorship attribution on a set of three authors using 
common features as well as complex linguistic features involving syntax and semantics. 
The syntactic features are based on rewrite rules and measure the frequency of each struc
ture. For example,the frequency of PP ---+DET NOUN might be measured. They include 
a frequency cutoff so that items that appear only a few times are not included as features 
and use SVMs for classification. Their baseline accuracy of 45.8% comes from choosing 
the author with the most sentences. When each feature was used independently, POS 
(Part of Speech) tag trigram frequencies performed the best. In addition, they combined 
various types of features and found that all features combined were the most accurate, 
followed by function words and POS trigrams, followed by syntactic and semantic fea
tures. This is interesting that the syntactic and semantic features do not do well on their 
own and need to be included with other features. However, when these deep linguistic 
features are added to other common features, they do raise the accuracy. Their study 
shows the benefit of using a wide range of features which I also plan to use in my research. 
They also claim to have shown that computational linguistic processing can be reliable 
which I think means they are saying authorship attribution does not always have to be 
manually completed by a linguist. 

However, according to Stamatatos, syntax and semantics based features can often 
be too complex for a study even though they can increase accuracy (Stamatatos, 2009). 
The goal of my study is to begin analyzing emoji based features for authorship attribution 
to see if they can improve accuracy. Since syntactic phrase structure rules and semantics 
can be complex and require annotated corpora, these features could be left for future 
work with emojis if they turn out to be useful authorship indicators. My study will try 
to focus on simpler syntax features like POS tags while manually doing more complex 
syntactic analysis on example tweets in Section 5.2 for the linguistic analysis of emojis. 

4.2.2 Linguistic Studies involving Emojis 

The linguistic status of emojis is widely debated. Most commonly, emojis are considered 
to be pictographs that represent ideas or concepts (Ljubesic and Fiser, 2016). However, 
some wonder if the use of emojis could be changing to represent words or phrases in some 
instances (Flavelle, 2017). Linguistic research has begun to look more in depth into what 
emojis are doing in communication though they aren't a language in and of themselves. 
The majority of studies have focused solely on the semantics of emojis and overall use of 
emojis in language and where they fit in (Barbieri et a!., 2017, 2016). 

Barbieri et a!., study the semantics of emojis and if emojis are predictable (Barbi
eri et a!., 2017). An earlier study by Barbieri et a!., showed the ambiguity in the meaning 
of certain emojis, but found that the majority of emojis that they studied had unam
bigious semantics (Barbieri et a!., 2016). However, in the 2017 study of Barbieri et a!., 
they point out that very little research has been done on emojis from the perspective of 
Natural Language Processing (Barbieri et a!., 2017). This further supports the necessity 
of my research since authorship attribution relates to NLP. Their work investigates the 
relationship between words and emojis. I explore the linguistic function of emojis as well 
as words and use those as features in authorship attribution. According to the authors, 
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communication has shifted so that meaning can take the form of both text and emojis 
and they boldly claim that emojis are a visual language. It is a dubious claim since 
emojis are nowhere near as complex as a sign language like ASL. They also claim that 
emojis have a status as a language form but do not cite an authority of this, so maybe 
they consider it common knowledge that emojis are involved with language. 

A big challenge for Barbieri et aI., came from the variation in the interpretations 
of certain emojis (Barbieri et aI., 2017). However, they believe having systems to predict 
emoji usage for a text could be helpful in areas such as sentiment analysis. Sentiment 
analysis research closely aligns with authorship attribution because both fields take a 
text and try to make a judgment of some kind about it (either the sentiment or the 
author). Their study showed that using emoji frequency helped with the accuracy of 
the model. The LSTM (Long Short-term Memory Networks) model in their study had 
better accuracy than humans at predicting the best emoji for a given tweet (Barbieri 
et aI., 2017). While this study focuses on the semantics of emojis, it is relevant to my 
paper because it is a study that uses a computational approach to look at the linguistics 
of emojis. 

Na'aman et aI., analyze some of the linguistic purposes of emojis, specifically in 
tweets (Na'aman et aI., 2017). They specify three categories: content words, function 
words, and multimodal affective markers. The content and function words are most 
related to my research. The function category are emojis that replace a preposition, aux
iliary, conjunction, determiner, or punctuation. Emojis acting as content words replace 
words or phrases that are part of the content of the sentence and cannot be removed while 
multimodal examples just enrich a grammatically-complete text with attitude, gestures 
or topic related emojis (Na'aman et aI., 2017). Their work studies how a classifier could 
try to differentiate between emojis used as content and function words, or as multimodal 
affective markers. If a parser knows when an emoji is replacing content of the sentence, 
then it can parse it as a word or phrase. The results of the paper show that the classifier 
can tell the difference between an emoji acting as a content or function word versus when 
it is describing moods or gestures, but that more work needs to be done to figure out what 
mood an emoji is describing. Their study is the foundation for using complex syntactic 
and semantic features as described in Section 4.2.1 on tweets that include emojis. 

An important thing to note is that their research showed that the NLTK (Python's 
Natural Language Toolkit) POS tagger sometimes applied the correct POS to an emoji 
which motivated me to try it in my research (Bird et aI., 2009). They also had a feature 
that looked at the position of tokens in a sentence which could be used for my thesis by 
looking at if a user prefers emojis in a certain area of the sentence or in a certain syntactic 
structure. 

Pavalanathan et aI., investigated the shift from emoticons to emojis in commu
nication. They found that users who begin to use emojis in communication reduce the 
use of emoticons in their communication. The authors of the study claim that emojis 
have led to a decline in orthographic variation which is differences in writing a language. 
While my work does not focus on emoticons, their study shows how communication with 
emojis has evolved and changed which prompts further investigation into how emojis are 
impacting communication. 

Lastly, Jennifer Blair studied the POS that emojis typically take in non-emotive 
settings (Blair, 2017). The author collected text messages from friends, family, and 
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students and manually analyzed the POS that the emojis took. Blair found that emojis 
often act as nouns, verbs, adjectives, and adverbs. My study focuses on emojis in tweets 
instead of text messages and use computational methods to analyze the POS of emojis 
in tweets. The dataset in my study will be more comprehensive because of using the 
Twitter APls to generate users. In addition, Blair had the participants submit messages 
containing emojis that they could pick. This could skew the data since the data is not 
randomly selected and might not have an accurate distribution of how emojis are used. 
I will discuss trying to use POS tags in my research in Section 5.2. 

4.3 Sentiment Analysis Studies involving Emojis 

Because emojis are heavily involved in communication that is centered on technology, one 
would think that there would be many computer science studies on emojis. However, the 
majority of the research has focused on using emojis in sentiment analysis. Sentiment 
analysis aims to determine the sentiment of a text, whether positive, negative, or neutral. 
As shown in Section 4.2.2, the majority of linguistic studies on emojis have focused on 
semantics which could explain why the computer science studies have also focused on the 
semantics or as computer scientists would put it: sentiment. 

Guibon et aI., theorize the use of emojis in sentiment analysis by giving an overview 
of emojis and proposing the necessary steps to incorporate emojis in sentiment analysis 
(Guibon et aI., 2016). One problem that the article mentions is the lack of emoji rich 
datasets which is one of the contributions of my study. The authors hope to implement 
this sentiment analysis approach in the future. While Guibon et aI., only conceptual
ized emojis in sentiment analysis, Ayvaz et aI., actually implement a model (Ayvaz and 
O. Shiha, 2017). They found that emojis improved sentiment analysis results. Because 
Ayvaz et aI., saw that emojis improved sentiment analysis, this leads to the main question 
of my research: can emojis improve authorship attribution? 

4.4 Bayesian Classifiers with Authorship Attribution 

Authorship attribution studies with Bayesian methods go back all the way to Mosteller 
and Wallace's study on the Federalist papers (Mosteller and L. Wallace, 1963). Since 
then there continue to be methods that use different forms of Bayesian analysis to predict 
authorship. Patrick Leahy evaluates the effectiveness of a Naive Bayes classifier with n
gram features on a set of two authors, but says that the research could be expanded to 
more than two (Leahy, 2009). Leahy creates a profile for each author which consists of 
n-gram frequencies. Leahy then tested the classifier on the Federalist papers and got 
the same results as Mosteller and Wallace. Next, Leahy ran the classifier on works of 
Joseph Conrad and Henry James and got 93% accuracy on n-gram values of 2-5. The 
accuracy began to decrease on larger n values. This thesis will also be using a Naive 
Bayes classifier, but on an author set of five and will use additional features as described 
in Section 5. 

Howedi et aI., investigate using a Naive Bayes classifier on short Arabic texts (less 
than 1000 words) from ten different authors and compare the results to an SVM (Howedi 
and Mohd, 2014). They use lexical and character n-grams of sizes 1-4 as features for the 
classifiers. They achieve accuracy up to 96% for word unigrams (n=l) and find that the 
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Naive Bayes classifier does better than the SVM on these short texts. This reinforces my 
choice to use Naive Bayes classifiers in my research because the dataset is tweets and not 
long texts that would warrant the use of an SVM. 

Ming et al. analyze more complex Bayesian classifiers called Bayesian online classi
fiers (Chai et al., 2002). The goal of their paper is to show that certain Bayesian classifiers 
(Bayesian online perceptron and Bayesian online Gaussian process) have comparable per
formance to support vector machines. Online methods are useful because data that has 
already been seen does not need to be stored. However, in my thesis, data storage is not 
particularly concerning because of the small text size, so simple Naive Bayes classifiers 
work as the Bayesian classifier for my data. They use bag-of-words which means keeping 
the word frequencies after tokenization, stemming, and stop-words are removed, to pre
pare the text for classification. They find that Bayesian classifiers outperform SVM in 
many of the tests which reaffirms the validity of using Bayesian classifiers. 

J ames Conigliaro investigates a modified Naive Bayes classifier on novels by four
teen authors because of the claim that Bayesian classifiers are very good with short texts 
but are not as successful with longer texts (Conigliaro, 2019). The study achieves 97% 
accuracy with the modified Naive Bayes classifier. The modification that they make 
is to take the logarithm of the conditional probabilities as seen in the equation below 
(Conigliaro, 2019). 

n 

y! = argmax[-loglo P(Yj) + L -loglQ[P(xiIYj)ll (7) 
Yj i=l 

The NLTK Naive Bayes classifier that is used in my study also takes the logarithm like in 
the equation above 4 This makes Conigliaro's research fairly similar to mine. However, 
Conigliaro's study just uses unique words as the feature set with the goal of ignoring 
linguistics whereas my study will use a variety of features that involve linguistics and 
emojis. Overall, there have been many authorship attribution studies that used various 
versions of Bayesian classifiers which indicates that using a Naive Bayes classifier should 
give this study a good foundation on which to add the unique analysis of emoji focused 
features. 

4https://www.nltk.org/_modules/nltk/classify/naivebayes.html 
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Figure 4: A flow diagram of my research. 

Aut~o<sl>Ip Attnoutl<>, 

My research involved many steps to determine jf emojis increase aCCW8.cy of authorship 
attribution (See Figcue 4), I first collected data to create a corpus which is a collection of 
authors and their emoji rich tweets. I then performed a linguistic analysis on the dataset 
to determine possible emoji related featwes. Lastly, featwes were extracted from the 
corpus in three different ways (no emojis, lexical substitution, and with emojis) and then 
a Najve Bayes classjfier was used to predict authorship. My methodology is seen in Figcu8 
4 and the following subsections provide ftuther details, 

5.1 Data Collection 

5.1.1 Corpus Overview 

The data collection which will be described in the next section produced an emojj rich 
dataset that contains at least 7,000 words of individual authors to perform authorship 
attribution, The dataset from this re.search could be modified to be used for futwe 
research that requires emoji rich tweets, The tweets were collected over a period of 3 
weeks using the Twitter APIs to search and collect tweets in the month of January 2019,t 
The authors in the corpus have English tweets, The corpus contains 30 files and each file 
is a collection of tweets from a single author, The number of tweets in each file varies 
due to Twitter API limitations, but every author has at least 850 tweets by that author, 
Here are examples of a few tweets from User 18: 

(1) Somel early last yr 3/4 . were down-User 18 

(2) The 'T' s@ English Bay -User 18 

5https://developer,tvitter,com/en/docs/tveets/timelines/api-reference/get-statuses
user_timeline,html 
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Every user in the corpus has at least 850 tweets and no more than around 3200 tweets 
due to Twitter API limits. The average number of lines/tweets in a text is 2290 and 
the average number of words in a text is 22,970. All of the users meet the minimum 
number of words for reliable results as determined by Eder (2010). The average number 
of characters in a text is 138,818. It is clear from Table 1 that each user has an ample 
amount of text for authorship attribution to be performed. The corpus is emoji rich with 
71 % of the tweets including an emoji and 15% of the words are emojis. Table 1 also 
shows that each user has a relatively high percentage of tweets that contain emojis or 
percentage of words that are emojis. 

Partial Corpus Overview 
User Lines Words Characters % of Tweets % of Words 

1 1707 20145 104303 70.83 13.2 
2 3015 58615 483246 98.28 11.55 
3 3137 41729 246506 22.47 2.24 
4 1879 7075 35355 84.14 28.92 
5 2101 32517 221667 96.19 17.17 
6 1940 23394 141229 28.35 3.67 

Table 1: The number of lines (tweets), words, characters, percent of tweets containing an emoji, and 
percent of words that are emojis for each user's tweet set in the dataset. 

All of the users in the corpus, with the exception of users three and six, have texts 
where at least 30% of the tweets contain an emoji. Users three and six have interesting 
emoji usage outside of just gestural use which warrants their inclusion. A complete corpus 
overview can be found in Appendix A.2. Section 5.2 will provide a linguistic analysis of 
the emoji usage in the corpus. 

5.1.2 Creating an Emoji Rich Corpus 

Authorship attribution requires text data of various authors and my research focused 
on text data that includes emojis. Because there are no emoji rich corpora of various 
authors, it was necessary for me to create my own dataset (See Figure 5). The data 
collection consisted of three major steps: 

• Searched for users that had emojis in their tweets and ignored users with less than 
3200 tweets (including retweets). 

• Removed bots from the list of users. The data was processed to remove uris which 
are not related to an author's writing. 

• Calculated the percentage of tweets containing emojis and the percent of words 
that are emojis for every user. Next, the tweets (excluding retweets) of the thirty 
users with the highest percentages were saved into individual files. 
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Data Collection 
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Figure 5: Diagram of my data collection. 

A more detailed discussion of the data collection process can be found in Appendix A,L 

5.2 Feature Selection: Lexical Level Analysis of Emojis as Lin
guistic Features 

5.2.1 Linguistic Analysis 

This section will serve as a linguistic analysis of the corpus to investigate possible emoji 
based features and relates to the «Linguistic Analysis" step from Figure 4, People use 
emojis in many different ways as will be SBen in examples later in this section. Because 
there is no set grammar for emojis, authors will vary in the way that they use emojis which 
makes for good features of their writing style, It is important to note t hat the discussion 
is based off my personal interpretations of the example tweets and those interpretations 
could differ from person to person because of the ambiguity surrounding emojis, As 
mentioned in the various studies in Section 4, authorship attribution usually focuses on 
small author sets between 2-15 (Leahy, 200Q; Gamon, 2004; Mikros and Perifanos, 20 13 ; 
Howedi and Mohd, 2014; Conigliaro, 201Q), though there are some studies with larger 
author sets (Eder, 2010; Schwartz et aL, 2013), My study randomly selects five authors 
from the corpus of thirty authors to perform authorship attribution, This will allow me 
to run the program many times and perform cross validation by varying the testing set, 
This will be revisited in Section 5,3, 
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Percentage of Tweets with an Emoji and Percent of Emojis to Words 

A first emoji based feature that could distinguish authorship is as simple as the percentage 
of tweets that contain emojis or percent of emojis compared to words. These numbers 
are available in Table 1 from Section 5.1 and Appendix A.2. An unknown collection of 
tweets with a low percentage of tweets with emojis is more likely to be users 3, 6, or 9 
since their emoji percentage is lower. If an unknown tweet collection has a high average 
of emojis (x> 0.20), then it is likely to be user 4, 11, 16, or 27. Features like percentage 
of tweets with emojis are more informative when remembering that only five authors are 
compared at a time in my methodology. Thus, it is more likely that the emoji tweet 
percentages will vary widely between the five authors so that the percentage of tweets 
with emojis in the test set is much closer to one author over the other four. While these 
features will not identify a possible author individually, when many features are included 
in a feature set, it should help improve the classifer. 

Most frequent emoji(s) 

Another emoji based feature that could be useful with authorship attribution is the 
user's most frequent emoji(s). The frequency in which someone uses emojis and what 
their most frequent emoji(s) are is still related to linguistics. It is similar to bag of words, 
a common feature of authorship attribution features, which looks at the frequencies of 
different words to determine authorship. 

Location of Emojis 

Typically, the majority of emojis are placed at the end of tweets. In my corpus 1.4% of 
the emojis appear at the beginning of a tweet, 18% appear in the middle, and 76% appear 
at the end. While these are the overall distributions, some users prefer putting emojis in 
the beginning or in the middle rather than at the end of the tweet. The locations that 
users place emojis in can vary as seen in examples (3) and (4). 

(3) I'm dead ©vuu~~ -User 16 

(4) ~Why you mad bro? -User 28 

Sentence (3) is an example of a tweet with emojis placed at the end of a tweet while 
sentence (4) shows emojis at the beginning of a tweet. While analyzing the corpus, I 
noticed that several users had preferences for not placing emojis at the end of the tweet 
which would likely be a beneficial feature in determining authorship of a tweet. 

Emoji Substitution 

This section has examples that use emoji substitution which is when an emoji is replacing 
a word and takes that same part of speech (POS). According to Blair (2017), this is similar 
to code switching though emojis are not an individual language. 

1. Nouns 
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(5) Communication is '" in a relationship. -User 24 

(6) Just wait till Amy comes back then the & will hit the fan Maddie !! "'. 
#Kyle #Emmerdale -User 2 

(7) The fJ' s @ English Bay - User 18 

Examples (5), (6), and (7) each contain an emoji that takes the place of a noun. 
In (5), the "key" emoji takes the place of the noun key. Example (6) involves the 
"poop" emoji replacing the noun shit in the well known phrase shit will hit the fan. 
The last example, (7), is particularly interesting because of the code mixing. The 
user intends to say "The trees at English Bay" and wants to use the "tree" emoji 
to replace the noun. However, the question then becomes: how should the emoji be 
pluralized? The user chooses to append the English plural morpheme I-sf to the 
end of the emoji in order to pluralize it. I will show in later examples that other 
users decide to pluralize differently. 

2. Verbs 

(8) rl no rl . -User 25 

(9) how is .a going? -User 5 

(10) Somet early last yr 3/4. were down -User 18 

Tweets (8), (9), and (10) are examples of emojis acting as verbs. Example (8) is 
extremely interesting because the "fox" emoji is acting as both a noun and a verb in 
the sentence. It seems like the tweet means "Swiper no swiping" which is a phrase 
that comes from the children's show Dora the Explorer. The emoji represents both 
the proper noun Swiper from the show and the verb swiping which means 'to steal'. 
Example (9) seems to be using a very unique verb of "boating" where the user was 
curious about how a person's boat trip was going. Tweet (10) uses the "watch" 
emoji as part of the adverb sometime through code mixing. It also uses the "tree" 
emoji and interestingly enough does not do anything to pluralize it. The tweet says 
that a plural number of trees were cut down and it seems as though the user expects 
the reader to infer the plurality from the numbers listed before the emoji instead of 
marking the plural with an English morpheme like in example (7). Lastly, example 
(10) is another demonstration of an emoji replacing a verb when the "knife" emoji 
replaces the word "cut". 

3. Adjective 

(11) Great, I!I are starting to get more Ld shows finally!! -User 5 

(12) Hazelnut cream is <j/ -User 22 

(13) Lovin this . 1:: my nails & toes . -User 11 
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In the analysis of my corpus, I found many examples of emojis acting as adjectives 
in a tweet. Some examples of this are seen above in (11), (12), and (13). In 
(11), there are two flag emojis where the "American flag" emoji is acting as a 
noun replacing the word Americans and the Canadian flag replacing the adjective 
Canadian. Example (12) uses the "vomit" emoji as an adjective to describe hazelnut 
cream. This emoji indicates the users dislike of the cream and the emoji likely 
means gross or nasty in the example. The last tweet (13), contains emojis acting 
as prepositions and adjectives. The "on" emoji is acting as the preposition on, 
but this is interesting since the lexical replacement of the emoji is written on the 
emoji itself. The "red circle" emoji describes the color of nails which would be an 
adjective. These examples prove that emojis can act as adjectives and that there 
are instances of this in my corpus. 

4. Adverbs 

(14) I'm Crying ~~ -User 4 

(15) I get TO SEE MY FAMILY TOMORROW t:.'~t:.' -User 15 

(16) I'm dead 'iiI~VV~V-User 16 

The research by Blair (2017) indicated that the majority of emojis act as attitudinal 
adverbs to indicate or clarify the author's emotion in a sentence or verb. Without 
the emojis, example (14) would read that the author is upset, but the "face with 
tears" emoji acts as an adverb and clarifies the semantics so that it is clear that 
the author is laughing. In tweet (15), the author gives a statement about getting to 
see their family which would typically be interpreted as a good thing. The author 
clarifies the emotions of the sentence by using the "heart eyes" emoji multiple times. 
These emojis clarify the author's statement to make sure the reader knows that the 
author is excited about seeing their family, but also the repetitions of the emoji act 
as intensifiers to show that they are REALLY excited about it. 

Example (16) is similar to (14) in that the reading without the emojis is more somber 
than with them. While we typically take the phrase I'm dead as figuratively and 
not literally, the phrase can typically mean that the speaker is having a hard time 
or is laughing very hard. Without the emojis in (16), it is not clear how to interpret 
the sentence. However, with the emojis, it gives the interpretation that the author 
is having a difficult time, but that it is not super serious. The "sad" face shows 
that the user is upset by something, but then the author follows it with the "face 
with tears" emojis. I interpret this as the author having a bad day or experience 
but they do not take it super seriously and laugh at their own misfortune. However, 
with (16), it is unclear if this is the precise meaning the author was going for. 
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Summary of Emoji Substitution 

Examples (5) through (16) show that many authors perform emoji substitution for various 
words, Analyzing the parts of speech that authors use for emojis with a POS tagger would 
be a useful feature for authorship attribution , Using an NLTK POS tagger trained on 
the Brown Corpus, originally gave encouraging results which indicated that the top three 
POS for emojis were nouns, then adjectives, and then verbs as seen in Figure 6, 

Emoji Parts of Speech 

127% 

Noun 

Figure 6: Pie Chart containing the parts of speech of emojis in my data. The total number of emojis is 
116,407. 

This differs from Blair (2017) who found that in their corpus the top three were 
nouns, then verbs, and lastly adjectives, Upon further investigation, however, my results 
with the POS tagger are not reliable, For example, given example (10), the tagger 
reported that the "tree" emoji is a noun, which is correct, but falsely claimed that the 
"knife" emoji was a number instead of a verb, Another example is with (9) where the 
tagger predicted that the "boat" emoji was an adjective instead of a verb in the sentence, 
A final of the tagger's failure is example (14) where the tagger predicted that both "face 
with tears" emojis were nouns instead of adverbs, This tagger seems to guess that emojis 
are nouns the majority of the time since nouns are the majority of the POS in the Brown 
Corpus, It is clear that the POS tagger is not reliable which stems from the fact that 
the training corpus does not contain emojis, I will talk about possible solutions to this 
in my section on future work Thus, POS tagging of emojis was not included as a feature 
in my research, 

Reduplication 

Reduplication is repetition of an emoji in a sentence, Throughout the corpus, 
users varied in how frequently they reduplicated emojis as well as how many emojis they 
would reduplicate at a time, 

(17) Parents •• U -User 22 
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(18) I get TO SEE MY FAMILY TOMORROW f::lI::U -User 15 

(19) I'm dead IiilvOvOV User 16 

Example (17) reduplicates the "heart" emoji twice, example (18) repeats the 
"heart eyes" emojis three times, and example (19) contains five repetitions of the "face 
with tears" emojis. It seems like sometimes reduplication is used to intensify an emotion 
like in (17). The differences in the number of reduplicated emojis in the examples above 
demonstrate that this could be a useful feature for authorship attribution. It seems as 
though most reduplication is of emotions or "sentence adverbials" as Blair (2017) puts 
it. Though I will show in the next section on semantic doubling, that reduplication is 
sometimes used for pluralizing. After analyzing the corpus, it seems as though users not 
only have preferences about how many of the same emojis they will repeat in a row, 
but also how many emojis they will repeat at all. In the corpus, the average number of 
repeated emojis is 1.66 and the average number of the same emoji being repeated is 1.48. 
Thus, users have a higher tolerance for the number of emojis that can be repeated if they 
are not the same emojis. 

Semantic Doubling 

The term "semantic doubling" was used by (Blair, 2017) as a repeated semantic 
meaning that involves mixing an English word with an emoji of the same meaning. 

(20) 2 cans left tlltll not bad going haha ~ - User 3 

In example (20), the meaning two cans of alcohol is doubled. With just the phrase 2 cans, 
it would not be clear that the beverages are alcoholic. The two "beer" emojis are adding 
the alcoholic meaning, but the idea of two containers is doubled by the "beer" emojis. It 
seems like the repeated emojis are reduplicated to pluralize the emojis to correspond to 
2 cans. 

(21) When you finally come home and see the best birthday presents 
MyDay #BirthdayLove #BeenSpoilt -User 10 

!! #Made-

In (21), it is interesting to note that the user chose to include two gift emojis, maybe to 
reflect the plurality of the meaning of presents. This can be contrasted with (7) where 
the users added an English morpheme for plurality. From the past two examples, it shows 
that some users prefer using reduplication to indicate plurality. 

(22) Came across a tree . that felt magical 6 I wondering if fairies 
#fairytree -User 8 

it live in it 

Example (22) contains semantic doubling of the "tree" emoji. It also seems as though 
the "fairy" emoji is doubled where the word fairies is doubled semantically by the group 
of three "fairy" emojis. 
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Syntax of Emojis 

The syntax of sentences involving emojis varies as seen in examples (5)) (12)) and (23). 

(5) Communication is ~ in a relationship. -User 24 

In sentence (5)) the "key" emoji is acting as a noun in the sentence. Figure 7 shows the 
parse tree for the syntax of (5). Because it seems as though the the emoji is just replacing 
the noun key through a process similar to code switching) the emoji is placed where the 
noun would appear in the tree. 

5 

NP VP 

NN v NP 

I A 
Communication is NN PP 

I A 
I' P NP 

in DT NN 

the relationship 

Figure 7: Parse tree for Sentence (5)6 

(12) Hazelnut cream is ~ -User 22 

In example (12)) the "vomit" emoji is replacing an adjective that describes something 
unpleasant. Since the example involves emoji substitution like in (5)) the syntax tree is 
drawn in the same way. Figure 8 reflects the syntax of (12) and the emoji is just placed 
where the adjective would typically go if an English adjective were used instead of an 
emoji. 

6 If Figures 7, 8, or 9 do not render on Mac Preview, please view with Adobe Digital Editions. 
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s 

~ 
NP VP 

~ /\ 
Adj NP V Adj 

I I I 
Hazelnut cream is 'Ii' 

Figure 8: Parse tree for Sentence (12) 

(23) My le mons are fo r the Gin ha ha Xx ! (;' -User 2 

In (23), the "lemon" emoji is acting as an adjective that comes after the "glass" emoji 
which is not what would be expected based on the English syntax. In English, the 
adjective lemon would come before the noun gin. However, the emojis are involved in 
semantic doubling of lemon and gin. This could mean that there is movement within the 
tweet. The emojis would be moving from a position next to the word they semantically 
double to a position outside of the syntax as seen in Figure 9. There seems to be movement 
of the emojis to a place outside of the syntax because the face emoji is outside of the 
syntax (indicating emotion only) and the lemon and gin emojis are placed after that 
emoji. This theory of downward emoji movement would be contrary to current syntactic 
theories regarding movement, so future research must be done in this area. 

5 

NP VP 

PRN X' v PP 

/\ 
My X NN are P NP 

/\ 
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\ 
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" , r 1" ...... b ' .... _ ... gin - - -~ 

Figure 9: Parse tree for Sentence (23) 
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However, there is an additional problem when comparing (23) to a sentence like 
(20) which is repeated below. The doubling in (23) moves the emojis to the end of the 
sentence while (20) just shifts the emojis one word to the right in the surface structure. 

(20) 2 cans left tlltJJ not bad going haha ~ - User 3 

This process is not predictable and seems to be up to the author's discretion. However, 
from my analysis of the corpus, it does seem that the majority of authors either perform 
semantic doubling immediately after the word(s) they double or at the very end of the 
tweet like in sentences (23) and (20). Thus, it is possible that preferences are becoming 
more shared and maybe some notion of grammaticality is forming. This idea will be 
discussed further in Section 5.2.2. 

(24) \;:i , - User 1 

(25) ??~ -User 1 

Sentence (24) is interesting because of the ordering of the emOJ1S. The author 
decided to place the "gun" emoji after the "sheep" emojis instead of the reverse. There 
is not a formal syntax for emojis, but this is intriguing because it seems at though (25) 
would be "weird" for the emojis if trying to convey that the sheep was killed. This 
intuitive dislike of (25) seems to come from the orientation of the "gun" emoji. Example 
(24) seems to mean that a sheep was shot while example (25) says that a sheep was 
shooting a gun which does not make sense. This is similar to how location is used in ASL 
to convey meaning. The direction of the "gun" emoji impacts the semantics and syntax 
of (24). It impacts the semantics because changing the ordering of the emojis changes 
the meaning. 

It is clear that there should be further work on the syntax of emojis. The syntax 
could provide interesting features for authorship attribution, but I was unable to find a 
publicly available parser that specializes in emojis. Thus, this feature was not included 
in my research, but I discuss it further in my Future Work section. 

Summary of Linguistic Analysis 

While all of these categories would provide useful linguistic information for deter
mining authorship, not all of them are included in the final feature set. The final set of 
features is listed in Section 5.2.3. 

5.2.2 Emojis and Language Change 

Before moving on to the discussion of my final feature set, it is important to consider how 
emojis are involved in language change and how they have impacted communication. It 
is obvious that emojis are changing the way that we communicate through writing. Is 
there a grammar forming with regard to emojis? How are corporations involved in it? 

First of all, what could be motivating the use of emojis in written communication? 
It seems as though emojis are filling a gap in written communication that does not exist in 
spoken and signed languages. Written communication that involves emotions often results 
in misunderstandings. It's common knowledge that there are fewer misunderstandings 
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with in person communication. Often times, the misunderstandings are as a result of 
not knowing the emotional intention that the writer has. In speech there are facial 
expressions, gestures, and tones to help a person understand the emotions of a person. 
In writing, these don't exist and emojis seem to fill that gap. Emojis convey emotion 
in informal written text which explains why they have become so involved in written 
communication. However, there has been a shift, and emojis no longer are just used to 
convey emotion at the end of a sentence as shown in my linguistic analysis. Informal 
written communication has changed to allow for emojis to not only serve as indicators of 
emotion, but they also are used to replace lexical words. 

It seems rather bizarre to think about a grammar for emojis, but when thinking 
more broadly there are some useful ideas to consider. There are trends in my data 
that could be the early stages of grammar formation for emojis. There seems to be a 
preference to reduplicate emojis to indicate plurality which other languages do like the 
Malay language? When people use semantic doubling, they tend to place the emoji 
either immediately before or after the word that is semantically doubled or they move 
the emojis to the very end of the sentence as seen in examples (26) and (27). 

(26) The tree. is nice. 

(27) The tree is nice .• 

However, there do not seem to be ideas of grammaticality with emojis at the 
present time. Instead, it is more likely that the reader might just think the emojis are 
being used in an unconventional way. At what point would these conventions become 
grammatical? Well, that would require further research getting grammatical judgments 
from people on various sentences with emojis. Based on my corpus, there is definitely 
still a lot of variation in emoji use with a few overarching trends like with plural markers 
or semantic doubling. 

Another question would be how public perception of the language status of emojis 
could motivate a grammar. As mentioned earlier, the "Face with Tears of Joy" emoji was 
declared Ward af the Year by the Oxford Dictionary. If the public believes that emojis 
are words, how could that change the perception of emojis? It seems like emojis are 
becoming more and more intertwined with language and people are asking grammatical 
questions about emojis. For example, there are online forums where individuals have 
asked where punctuation should appear around emojis 8 The consensus on the message 
board seems to be that punctuation comes before the emoji if the emoji is an adjunct, 
but after the emoji if the emoji is required by the sentence. One of the responders, 
Pascal-Denis Lussier, even brings up the idea of there being a formal grammar of emojis 
in the future, but decides that emojis are not quite there yet. 

McCulloch (2015) writes an article about punctuation around emojis which means 
that individuals intuitively believe that there must be a grammar for emojis. McCulloch 
claims that punctuation after emojis is "unintuitive" and that punctuation appearing 
before emojis makes more sense or even sometimes leaving punctuation out as seen in 
examples (28), (29), and (30). I will discuss ideas for building on this in the Future Work 

7http://mylanguages.org/malay_plural.php 
8 htt ps: / / www.quora.comjWhen-ending-a-sentence-with-an-emoji-w here-should-the-period -or

question-mark-go- before-or-after-the-emoji 
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section. 

(28) The tree is nice. _ 

(29) ??The tree is nice _ . 

(30) The tree is nice 

All of these thoughts about the language change come with the following caution: 
how might companies be involved in the language change of emojis? For example, Venmo, 
LLC and Apple Inc have both made decisions about emojis that could be influencing 
public opinion about the "right" way to use emojis. Both companies are pushing emoji 
substitution for words. For example, if a user types the word pizza, both companies give 
the suggestion to replace the word with the "pizza" emoji. The companies have made an 
intentional decision to perform emoji substitution instead of semantic duplication. It will 
be interesting to see how this impacts use of emojis and if instances of semantic doubling 
decrease. It is interesting that these companies seem to be forcing their decisions on their 
customers and might be manufacturing a grammar instead of letting it evolve naturally. 
Thus, the way that emojis are changing communication and the emoji grammar that 
could be in the early stages of forming might be heavily guided by big companies. 

5.2.3 Finalize and Create the Feature Set 

After analyzing the corpus for possible linguistic features involving emojis, the next step 
was to create categories of features. This corresponds to the "Feature Extraction" step in 
Figure 4. This involved implementing each feature in Python. One feature category only 
uses common features without emojis for the baseline accuracy, such as those discussed 
in Section 3, and the second feature category is the emoji based features. 
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Emoji Related Features 

• Top 50 word bigrams containing emo
JIS 

• Top 50 character bigrams containing 
emoJls 

• Average number of emojis grouped to
gether 

• Average number of times the same 
emojis are repeated 

• Percent of emojis that occur in the be
ginning, middle, and end of a tweet 

• Percentage of emojis doubled 

• Top 10 most frequent emojis 

Baseline Features 

• Average characters per tweet 

• Average tokens per tweet 

• Bag of words of size 75 

• Lexical diversity 

• Top 75 word bigrams 

• Top 75 character bigrams 

Figure 10: List of features given to the Naive Bayes classifier. 

The features in Figure 10 are pretty self explanatory, like the average number of 
characters per tweet, or n-grams which have been covered in background information. 
Others need further explanation. 

Average tokens per tweet 

A token, for my research, is whatever the NLTK Tweet tokenizer considers to be a token, 
such as punctuation, individual words, and emojis 9 

Bag of Words 

The bag of words feature is simply words and their frequency in the author's text. For 
example, the bag of words for the sentence, "Dogs are good. Cats are really good.", 
would be the following list of tuples: ('are', 2), ('good', 2), (,.',2), ('Dogs', 1), (,Cats', 
1), (,really', 1)). In this case, the top 10 most frequent words were used as features. 

Lexical Diversity 

Lexical diversity is a calculation that determines the diversity of tokens in a text (See 
Equation 8). 

Lexical Diversity = # of unique tokens/total # of tokens (8) 

9https://www.nltk.org/api/nltk.tokenize.html 
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Emoji Bigrams 

The emoji related features, require more explanation since they have not been previously 
used for authorship attribution. One example of an emoji word or character bigram 

would be from a simple tweet like: "Heart. ". Both character and word bigrams of the 

sentence would give the same result :("Heart", ". "). The only difference between how 
word and character bigrams are calculated is that with character bigrams each element 
in the bigram is a single character. 

Repeated Emojis 

Two other features relate to repetition of emojis where one feature is the average number 

of emojis that occur together. For example, "My favorite ~ ~!" would have an 
average repetition of 3. The other repetition feature looks at the average reduplication 

of emojis. For example, "The ~ ~ to my heart!" would have an average reduplication 
of 2. 

Semantic Doubling 

The Python implementation of emoji doubling only includes the simplest form of doubling 
where the Unicode meaning of the emoji contains an exact match of the word before or 

after the emoji. For example, "The key ~ to my • . " where the meaning of ~ is 
"key" would result in an emoji doubling percentage of 50%. The "key" emoji occurs with 
semantic doubling and the heart emoji is just a emoji replacement of a noun with no 
doubling. 

5.3 Prediction with Naive Bayes Classifier 

5.3.1 Authorship Attribution 

Before performing authorship attribution, the author profile is built by giving the feature 
extraction program an author's tweets and it returns a profile for the author. Once there 
are profiles for each of the five randomly selected authors, then the feature set is passed 
to the Naive Bayes classifier for prediction. I use cross-validation because of the limited 
corpus size by repeating the process of selecting five random authors and performing 
authorship attribution 25 times (See Figure 11). 
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lor 25 Iterations: 

Perform authorship 
'M""",,, 

Gompo1e accuracy 
01 the ~eratkJn 

Compule 8Jld rerum overalllCClJraty 

Figure 11: Pseudocode of my authorship attribution process. 

The process depicted in Figure 11 was repeated under three cases: no emojis in the 
corpus, all emojis replaced with their Unicode descriptions in the corpus, and emojis 
untouched in the corpus, The prediction of an author with the Naive Bayes classifier is 
the last step in Figure 4 where the classifier performs authorship attribution and outputs 
the accuracy of the predictions that it makes, 

Authorship Attribulion 
Process 

_1 Profile Author 5 Profile 

<x,. x,,, .. ,,,,> .... < . ',. x'. ' ··x'n> 

I I 

Pmf""'" J 
"~ Re;>eal fo< 25 
,~ 

~eralions 
<x" ' ., ... ,,,,> ~ Na.';e Bayes Classl!ier Accuracy of the 

Pr8dO::Uor1s 

J 
Most i ke.,. author 

J 
Authorof ~.~ 

"~ ptodiction 

". ~, 

Figure 12: A flow diagram of authorship attribution with a Naive Bayes classifier. 

Figure 12 details the authorship attribution process used in my research, The prediction 
made by NLTK's modified Naive Bayes classifier is the y' found in Equation 7 (repeated 
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below). This classifier gives the authorship prediction for the feature set of an unknown 
text. 

n 

y! = argmax[-loglo P(Yj) + L -loglQ[P(xiIYj)ll 
Yj i=l 

I use 85% of each author's tweets to build the training feature set and then build the 
testing set on the remaining 15% of tweets from each author. The test set contains 
tweets of various authors as well as the authors' corresponding to those tweets (y' /the 
true value) to determine if the prediction is correct. NLTK has an accuracy function 
that loops through the prediction results of the classifier and compares them to the gold 
standard (true author values available from the corpus). It keeps track of the total number 
of correct and incorrect predictions and returns the overall accuracy. The prediction 
process was repeated 25 times in my test set as cross validation to evaluate the classifier 
across 25 different samples of authors. 

6 Discussion 

6.1 Results 

I collected my results in such a way as to compare how emoji related features change the 
baseline accuracy. To establish the first baseline, emojis were removed from the corpus 
so that no emoji related features would apply and the accuracy was just based on the 
set of common features shown in column two of Figure 10. A second baseline accuracy 
involved replacing each emoji with the Unicode "meaning" of the emoji. The purpose of 
establishing these accuracies is to see what the accuracy is like when there are no emojis 
for the emoji based features to target so that it is clear how much the emoji related 
features change the accuracy when the emojis are left in the dataset. 

Profile % Accuracy 
Baseline (no emojis) 62-68 
Lexical Substitution 67-72 

Emojis 82-88 

Table 2: The approximate accuracy over 25 iterations of the Naive Bayes classifier under the three 
conditions. 

As seen in Table 2, the baseline accuracy without emojis is around 65%. Replacing 
emojis with their Unicode meanings results in an accuracy around 68%. The higher 
accuracy of the condition with Unicode meaning replacement compared to the baseline 
could be because the Unicode description still captures the essence of each emoji. For 
example, replacing with "heart_eyes" is still very unique since those words would likely 
only appear where the person used that emoji. When using the NLTK most informative 
features function while running the replacement condition, it was clear that many of the 
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useful features contained strings corresponding to the Unicode descriptions lO Thus, with 
certain Unicode descriptions, the meanings could still uniquely identify the emoji which 
could explain the higher accuracy than complete removal of all emojis (the baseline). 
On the other hand, why is the lexical replacement accuracy not closer to the condition 
containing emojis? It is likely because there are still many emojis that have Unicode 
descriptions that correspond to a single word, like the "pizza" emoji's Unicode description 
corresponding to the English word pizza. In those scenarios, the lexical replacement would 
be no different than an English word, so the accuracy would not be improved. 

Accuracy of Classifier under Various Conditions 

100% 

90% 

80% 

70% 

~ 60% 
~ 50% ~ a 40% 
!;' 

30% 

20% 

10% 

0% 

Emojis Removed from Emojis Replaced with Original Dataset (emojis 
Dataset Unicode Descriptions untouched) 

Figure 13: A bar graph of the accuracy over 25 iterations of the Naive Bayes classifier under various 
conditions. 

Most importantly, keeping the emojis and using the emoji related features achieves 
an accuracy of between 82%-88%. This is a significant improvement. Figure 13 gives a 
clear visualization of the change in accuracy when using emojis. To put these numbers 
into perspective, back in Table 1, it was shown that the the percentage of words that 
are emojis for the users in the dataset is between 2-30%, with an average of 15%. While 
this is a wide range, the 15% average means that even though emojis are only around 
15 % of the words in the corpus, they improve the baseline accuracy by 30-40% which 
is significant. This validates my hypothesis that emojis improve accuracy of authorship 
attribution. 

6.2 Challenges 

Throughout this research there were several challenges that required special attention to 
solve or partially remedy the issue. The first problem occurred in the user evaluation 
stage to determine 30 users with high emoji usage. I ran the emoji calculation on the 
entire set of 90,000 users which took several weeks due to Twitter API limits. Once I 
got my results, I discovered that the majority of the users were Twitter bots. There is 
no standard for establishing that an account is a bot, but the majority of the tweets for 
these users were repetitive or nonsensical. What happened was that the people with the 

lOThe most informative features function returns a list of the features that have the greatest impact 
on the classification accuracy. 
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highest emoji usage out of the 90,000 users were the bots created to use emojis. Instead, 
I repeated the user evaluation in the way discussed in my methodology (Section 5). 

Lastly, the NLTK Tweet tokenizer did not tokenize emojis in the most ideal way 
for this researchll The tokenizer would tokenize each emoji separately, so that a string 
like "The keys ~ ~ to my . " , would be tokenized as: 

["The" "keys" "~,, ";1#" "to" "my" ". "1 , , , , , , . 

However, the tokenizer would ignore emojis if they appeared next to three of the same 
kind. For example, ,,~ ~ ~ ~ . " would be tokenized as: 

["~", "~", "~", ". "1 where the 4th "key" emoji is ignored. 

There was only a partial solution to this problem. In functions where tokenizing was not 
absolutely required, I changed the functions to read character by character so that all 
emojis were included in the function's calculation, for example in the emoji repetition 
functions. Other functions still required tokenization like the ngram functions, so those 
functions might lose a few emoji ngrams. This should not significantly impact the results 
since the average repetition of emojis in the corpus is 1.66 emojis in a row and the 
tokenizer works as expected with up to three emojis. However, another solution will be 
discussed in the following section. 

7 Future Work 

Because my research is in an area that is so new, there is an abundance of possible areas 
and ideas for future work in linguistics and computer science. 

7.1 Linguistics 

As noted earlier, my research is just a stepping stone that others can build on. There 
are four areas of future work related to the linguistics of this thesis. First, more research 
needs to be done to see how emojis might be involved in the syntax and semantics of 
English sentences and given another few months it would have been interesting to add 
this to my research. Next, it would be useful to do a more in depth study of punctuation 
and emojis. The question is if punctuation can only follow an emoji if it is required by 
the syntax and precedes an emoji when the emoji is an adjunct. A formal study into 
that question would be beneficial and would involve getting grammatical judgments from 
people who use emojis. Next, there could be research that tracks semantic doubling with 
emojis over time to see if semantic doubling begins to decrease. If that were the case, it 
would be interesting to see if there is a correlation between the percentage of semantic 
doubling over time and company encouragement of emoji substitution over semantic 
doubling. Lastly, it would be interesting to study if emojis reduce misunderstanding in 
written communication. It would help to support the theory that emojis are filling an 
emotional gap in writing that often leads to misunderstandings. 

11 htlps: / /www.nllk.org/api/nllk.lokenize.hlml 
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7.2 Computer Science 

There are many avenues to pursue future work related to emojis, text processing, and 
authorship attribution. The first area for improvement would be to improve syntactic 
parsing in sentences involving emojis. This would require a syntactically annotated corpus 
that is emoji rich. Another related improvement would be to improve POS tagging of 
emojis since my research revealed that POS tagging of emojis is currently ineffective. A 
new POS tagger could be trained if there were a corpus annotated with each emoji's POS. 
Given another couple months, both of these improvements could be made by annotating 
my corpus for syntax and POS of emojis. If a more effective POS tagger could be 
implemented, then 1 could gather results on the POS of emojis with my dataset and 
compare them to the research of Blair (2017). 

Another improvement would be to make a tokenizer that correctly accounts for 
emojis. While the NLTK Tweet tokenizer does a fairly good job, it does not tokenize 
more than three repeated emojis. It would be beneficial to have a tweet tokenizer that 
accounts for all emojis in a sentence. For example: 

".1J .1J .1J .1J . " would be tokenized as [" .1J" , "~", ".1J", ". "1 with the NLTK tokenizer. 

Future work on a tokenizer should allow: 

".1J .1J .1J .1J . " to be tokenized as [".1J" ".1J" ".1J" ".1J" ". "1 with all four "key" emoJ·is , , , , . 

Given another few months, another improvement would be to extend my imple
mented definition of semantic doubling from more than just comparing the exact string 
before or after an emoji to the Unicode description of the word. A better algorithm 
to recognize semantic doubling would look for synonyms shared in the words before or 
after an emoji and the emoji's meaning. That way the algorithm could recognize that "I 
want a drink tp" is semantic doubling even though the technical meaning of the emoji 
is beer. The user picks that emoji as a way of doubling or intensifying the meaning of 
"drink". Another goal for a feature to implement would be to recognize occurrences of 
emoji substitution. However, it seems likely that research into parsing sentences with 
emojis would need to be completed before being able to recognize if an emoji is replacing 
a word of a specific POS. 

A last major area for further research would be to experiment with different clas
sifiers or emoji based features to see what works best for authorship attribution involving 
emojis. While my research used a Naive Bayes classifier, it would be useful to see how 
accuracy is impacted by using a neural network or SVM. My research did not seek to 
perform a thorough analysis of the most useful emoji related features so future work could 
also be done on that. 1 just sought to determine whether emoji based features improve 
accuracy and now further work can be done. These future steps would allow the research 
to become more fine-tuned and see just how high the accuracy of authorship prediction 
could go using emoji based features and the right classifier. 
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8 Conclusion 

In this research, I have provided motivation and background on emojis and authorship 
attribution, developed an emoji rich dataset, performed a linguistic analysis on emojis to 
determine possible emoji based features, and used a Naive Bayes classifier to show how 
emojis impact accuracy of authorship attribution. The baseline accuracy without emojis 
is around 65%, but as low as 62%. Replacing emojis with their Unicode "meanings" gives 
an accuracy around 68%. Using emojis and thus engaging the emoji related features 
achieves an accuracy between 82%-88% which is a 30-40% increase from the baseline. It 
is clear from this study that emojis and specifically targeting them with features could 
improve the accuracy of authorship attribution on tweets that include emojis. My results 
warrant further research into the role of emojis in text with many areas suggested in 
Section 7. Without a doubt, emojis are changing the way humans communicate and with 
that language change opens up new ways to study and quantify language for authorship 
attribution. 
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A Appendix 

A.I Data Collection 

A.I.1 Determine users with emoji rich tweet corpora 

Finding twitter users with emoji rich tweets would be like finding a needle in a haystack. 
Thus, I attempted to automate this process with the following steps. The first step was 
to find users who have used emojis at least once to have a starting set of users. This was 
done by using the Get Search 12 API and searching each emoji through the Python emoji 
package13 After each emoji search, my program grabbed the usernames of the first 100 
tweets containing the searched emoji. This was repeated for all 2623 emojis in the Python 
package. Because my research is restricted to English tweets, I used langdetect to detect 
English tweets and only include those authors 14 This step resulted in a list of 139,120 
twitter users that have used an emoji at least once. Next, any duplicate usernames and 
users with less than 3200 tweets, which is the maximum you can get using the twitter 
API, were removed from the list of users. This step reduced the list to around 90,000 
users. 

Finally, 15,000 users were chosen at random from the list of 90,000. Before cal
culating a user's emoji usage, users with less than 800 tweets, excluding retweets, were 
removed. In the earlier step, the Twitter API was used to get the number of tweets for 
each users, but that count includes retweets. For the purpose of this study, retweets were 
removed since a retweet would not accurately reflect an author's writing style. This step 
was necessary so that users with 3200 tweets, including retweets, but very few actual 
tweets would be removed. 

Each user's emoji usage was calculated by looking at the percentage of tweets 
containing at least one emoji as well as the percentage of words that are emojis. The 50 
users with the largest emoji averages or percentages are saved. This step was repeated 
2 times to get 150 users. It was determined throughout the course of the research that 
this was the best approach for getting user's with emoji rich tweets. Instead of searching 
through all 90,000 users where the top emoji users would be Twitter bots, only 15,000 
are searched so that human users appear in the results. 

A.I.2 Get user tweets 

After computationally finding users with emoji rich tweets, it was necessary to manually 
analyze the tweets for users with non-English tweets and Twitter bots. I used the Twitter 
API Get statuses/user timeline 15 to grab tweets, excluding retweets, from the top 150 
users as determined in the section 6.1.1. I manually looked at each user's tweets to 
make sure the majority of tweets were in English in case lang detect failed detect some 
of the tweets. Users with detectable non-English tweets were not included in the corpus. 
In addition, users that were clearly Twitter bots were removed from the corpus since 

12https://developer.twitter.com/en/docs/tweets/search/api-reierence/get-search-
tweets 

13https://pypi.org/project/emoji/ 
14 https://pypi.org/project/langdetect/ 
15https://developer.twitter.com/en/docs/tweets/timelines/api-reierence/get-statuses-

user_timeline.html 
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my research focuses includes a linguistic analysis of emojis which necessitates sentences 
made by humans. The determination of bots was somewhat arbitrary, but typically ifthe 
word bot was in the username or if the same tweets were repeated over and over, then 
I considered it t:J be a bot. My linguistic analysis would not be fruitful if my data was 
repetitive. These steps helped to reduce my corpus to the final set of users. 

A.lo3 Process the data 

Very little data processing was required because I 'Wanted to be able to use everything to 
build the feature sets. One exception was urls. I decided to remove urls from the data 
to clean it up since urls are not indicative of an author's writing style. The urls were 
removed from the text file for each user with a regular expression in a bash script. 

A.2 Complete Data Overview 

Figure 14: The number of lines (tweets), words, and characters for each user's tweet set in the dataset. 
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Figure 15: Column two in both images contaim the percentage of tweets containing one or more emoji 
for each user and column th ree shows the percentage of a user's worm that are emojis. 
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